
BARNSLEY  BOSS   3 Mar 2013

As a prelude to the Belanglo DuO,  the Newcastle Club will be running the last BOSS 
(MTBO) event for the season on 3 March at Barnsley. The area will also be used for the 
DuO planned for November 2013. The area has not been used for orienteering before and 
we have only just got hold of new MTBO and foot maps of the area.
There is a great track network with a mix of open fire trails, old motor bike tracks in 
reasonable condition and some hand made single tracks just for the mountain bikes. The 
area holds up well after rain and with some tricky navigation it is shaping up to be a great 
final event for the series.
If you want to enter contact Andrew Haigh. 
Details are on the Newcastle Orienteering site.
If you want to check out what you can expect there is a small video on the DuO 
Picasa site.

https://plus.google.com/photos/113932796431433046723/albums/
5847350787917907361?banner=pwa 

BELANGLO DUO

The team from Bigfoot have been working behind the scenes to develop a great event to 
kick off 2013. Final details will be available to competitors before the event with detailed 
instructions included.
As a guide the Twisted course will include:
Stage 1  Foot scatter course             2k
Stage 2  MTBO                                 12k
Stage 3  Foot stage, line course       3.5k
Stage 4  MTBO line course              14.5k
Stage 5  Option of foot or bike          1.5k   This will be explained at the briefing,

As you will be travelling around 30k on the long course plan for at least 2 to 3 hours to 
complete the course, this means bring plenty of food and water to get you through.
Also decide on carrying your running shoes on the MTB legs or starting with platform 
pedals. 
The Bitte Course will be the same format but less controls and distance to travel.

BBQ will be waiting for your return and you also get another chance to go into the draw for 
the Trek Cobia 29er.

Entries close in a little over a week on the Eventor site, check out who has entered.
We normally get a rush of entries in the last week. There is also an MTBO option
which will be Enter on the Day for $15.
http://eventor.orienteering.asn.au/Events/Show/425

Greg Bacon
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